Fun & Entertainment
Bring your friends, community,
and families together, develop
bonding, share ideas, expand
your imagination, create memories.
Party Activity (all ages)
After School Program
Weddings
Birthdays

Create
Share
Learn
Have Fun!

Collaborative Art Project
Collaborative Art project is a great
event, full of fun, learning, and therapeutic benefits. It is ideal for team
building, developing respect for the
decisions of others, and the practice
of accepting contribution from
others.

Why Collaborate?

Nikita Krivoshey
510-705-2302
www.nikitaart.com
nkrivosh@gmail.com

By working together the participants face challenges of making
their own ideas work with those
of others. This stimulates
creativity and imporivisational
thinking. This process fosters
teamwork, patience, and a
healthy flexible mindset. It
forces even established artists
to get out of their comfort zone,
and find new solutions to make
the project work.

First Results

Fun and Therapeutic

Many people ended up participating and some
even came back for days to work on the piece.
Some would draw just one object while others
would contribute all over. The experiment
became a huge success.

It is enough to be a part of just one such project to appreciate the social nature of this event
and the kind of therapeutic benefits it
produces. In some cases Collaborative Projects
can be beneficial in dealing and improving:

Project #1 completed over a month

First Impressions
For our first Collaborative Project, all the
visitors who came to the studio, were offered
the chance to contribute. The immidiate
reaction from most people was something
like "I don't know what to draw", "I am not
good, I can't draw", or "I'll ruin your picture". I
explained to them that in this project the
only rule was that everything was allowed.
This meant that if anyone wanted to draw a
big black line across the entire page, it was
acceptable to do and everyone would have
to honor that decision and adjust to it,
incorporating the new element in with
whatever idea they had going before.

Group Dynamics
Anger Management
Family Therapy
Controlling Personality Disorders
OCD

3 day project

1 hour Project

To Organize a Collborative Art Project
Contact:
Nikita Krivoshey
510-705-2302
www.nikitaart.com
nkrivosh@gmail.com

